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Raman spectroscopy
History & Principles
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History
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Principles of Raman spectroscopy
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Why & where Raman technology is beneficial?

d)

Comparison with other analysis technologies
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A little bit of History
What is the Raman effect ?
Inelastic scattering of a photon by molecules which are excited
to higher energy levels
 Predicted by Smekal (1923), Kramers,
Heisenberg, Schrödinger, Dirac.
 Reported by C.V. Ramân & K.S. Krishnan
(Nature 1928) using a mercury lamp and
photographic plates to record spectra.

Sir C.V. Râman, Nobel prize in Physics 1930
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Principles
What is the Raman effect ?
Inelastic scattering of a photon by molecules which are excited
to higher energy levels
 Monochromatic light (laser) applied to sample
 Incident light is scattered: Rayleigh (elastic) and

Raman (inelastic)
Excitation Laser
 Rayleigh scattering is filtered out
 The returned scattered light is a different wavelength
 This difference corresponds to an energy shift which
provides an unique chemical fingerprint

Raman

Rayleigh



Elastic: collision between photon and molecule results in no change in energy



Inelastic: collision between photon and molecule results in a net change in energy
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Principles
What is the Raman effect ?
Non-linear process consisting of the exchange of energy
between the optical wave and the vibrations of the material

Rayleigh

Probability of Emission and Observed Intensity
Stokes >> anti-Stokes

Raman shifts :
The Raman spectra represent the energy shift of the vibration modes relative to the excitation
source and are generally expressed in wavenumber, which are units of inverse length (in cm-1)
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Principles
What is the Raman effect ?
Non-linear process consisting of the exchange of energy
between the optical wave and the vibrations of the material
Vibrations of CH4 (methane)

Vibrations of H2O (water)

Bend

Symetric stretch

Asymetric stretch
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Principles
Raman spectrum = set of signatures of different compounds
of a medium
Cyclohexane (C6H12)

Complex medium

Few bands easy to define

Many bands hard to define

A chemometric analysis will be necessary
to decorrelate the compounds from the complex medium
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Main notions of Raman spectroscopy


Very weak phenomenon: Only 1 in 1,000,000 (0.0001%) photons are scattered
inelastically (60 dB between Rayleigh & Raman signals)
Need efficient detection system! with adapted optics & filters to reject Rayleigh

Rayleigh
Notch Filter
60 dB



Stokes signatures are substantially more intense than the Anti-Stokes ones (because of
higher probabilities in thermodynamic equilibrium) and not-temperature-dependent
Most of applications consider Stokes signal i.e. higher wavelengths (lower energy)
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Main notions of Raman spectroscopy


Very weak phenomenon: Only 1 in 1,000,000 (0.0001%) photons are scattered inelastically
Need efficient detection system! with adapted optics & filters to reject Rayleigh



Stokes signatures are substantially more intense than the Anti-Stokes ones
Most of applications consider Stokes signal i.e. higher wavelengths (lower energy)



Raman scattering intensity proportional to 1 / λ4laser (532 nm excitation gives ~5x
more Raman signal than 785 nm, 16x more than 1064 nm for the same excitation
power)
wasatchphotonics.com

532 nm excitation could be nicer...
but parasitic fluorescence could increase drastically
with low wavelengths of excitation
785 nm is often a good compromise

Raman analyzer = stable laser (adapted to the application) +
efficient optics & filters + sensitive spectrometer
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Fluorescence concurrence



Fluorescence is a competing phenomenon that is not complementary to Raman scattering,
which can interfere with or even surpass the Raman signal: fluorescence-related photons
create a non-coherent signal (shot noise) that can become preponderant compared to the
Raman signal.



Phenomenon very present when analyzing dense media (oils, colored media, high densities
cultures,…).



Problem can be generally solved by considering a laser of lower energy, therefore of higher
wavelength (infrared).

wasatchphotonics.com

See ProCellics™
1000 solution
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Why Raman technology is beneficial?


Composition and structural Information



Design with Fiber Optic Sampling offers in-line capabilities



Raman is a specific and selective technique providing well resolved information leading
to better process understanding



Flexible sampling (remote sampling)



In-situ – Eliminate Grab samples, Sampling through containers



Measurement of various types of samples (liquids, slurries, pastes, solids, powders,
etc.)



Ease of use – no longer requires an expert



Robust, stable, low-maintenance instruments

Raman technology = ready to be a PAT tool
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Enhancements of Raman spectroscopy


SERS or SERRS Raman (Surface Enhanced (Resonance) Raman Spectroscopy)

(S.R. Shelke, 2016)

 Surface nanostructures to enhance scattering up to factor 1000



Active Substrates
Specialized coating to enhance the sampling sensitivity of a liquid or solution
sample (plasmonic nanoparticles / micro-droplets)



Resonance Raman
Excitation wavelength carefully chosen to overlap with
an electronic transition  104 signal gain, but
absorption fluorescence backgrounds can be significant
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Raman journey
From academic research to industry…
and beyond!

From academic research with massive instrument
 Industrial application & production labs (benchtop) and on field (portable)
 Soon on the planet Mars (ExoMars2020)!
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Raman applications
A bunch of potential implementations!

Adapted from horiba.com
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Comparison between FT-Raman & DispersiveRaman


Fourier-Transform Raman = interferences pattern measurement from which the Raman
spectrum is re-constructed




FT-Raman is good in simple routine analysis but has many
limitations, and thus it is generally used these days in routine
measurements only:
o

Mainly based on 1064 nm laser (poor for sensitivity, poor for
aqueous solutions, poor for highly colored samples).

o

Limited in the spatial resolution due to optical construction

Dispersive Raman = a diffraction grating spectrometer (prism) to disperse the light scattered
from a sample and then will be detected upon a multi-channel detector such as a CCD


Adapted from thermofisher.com

Advantage of a dispersive Raman system is that it will offer both
routine and research capabilities upon the one instrument including:
o

Variety of laser wavelengths – optimal for enhancing sensitivity,
penetration depth control, and fluorescence rejection…

o

A true confocal Raman microscope capability (not possible with
FT-Raman design)

o

Use of fibers and optics with various optical apertures to
optimize illumination and collection
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Comparison with FT-IR
Raman

FTIR



Emission



Absorbance / Transmittance / Reflectance



Polarizability



Dipoles moment



Aqueous samples



Non-aqueous samples (intense absorption)



No sample preparation



Hard sample preparation (thickness,
uniformity and dilution to avoid saturation)



Potential impact of fluorescence



No impact of fluorescence

Polystyrene film
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Comparison with NIR/MIR
Raman

NIR/MIR



Emission



Absorption



Fundamental information



“Overtones” (4000-14000 cm-1)



No sample preparation



No sample preparation



Medium (but sufficient) sensitivity
for process measurements



High
sensitivity
measurements



High sensitivity – High spectral
density – Aqueous samples



Unresolved information (large bands,
most of which are due to water)



Very sensitive to diffusion effects
due to the cells

for

process
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Requirements of an efficient
Raman analyzer
a)

Laser, spectrometer, probe specifications

b)

Requirements for GMP / PAT tool

c)

Toward Raman analyzers as « plug&play PAT sensors »
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From excitation to detection
Raman analyzer principle for bioprocess

Laser
+ (immersion) Probe
+ Spectrometer
& a good Software suit to control and
take advantage of this set-up !
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From excitation to detection
Raman Laser (main specifications)


Wavelength








from the UV through the visible, and into the near-infrared, typically 405 nm
/ 532 nm / 785 nm / 1064 nm & more… depending on applications

Optical power


typically 10 – 500 mW at sample in turbid liquids



adjustable for versatility

Stability in power


impacts on the global Raman signal  concentration predictions



typically better than ± 1 % peak-to-peak in a 8 hours period performance

Laser linewidth and stability in wavelength (drift)


impacts on the precision



typically less than 1 % rms of optical noise performance



Lifetime: typically 10,000 hours of operation



Polarization extinction ratio
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From excitation to detection
Raman Laser (main specifications)


Laser safety


Most of Raman analyzers use lasers of Class 3B or 4 (power > 500 mW)



Risk of eye damage, burns of skin, fire hazard if not used with caution



Safety behavior : protective housing ; authorized and trained personnel in
operation ; safety interlocks respect; warning labels

Raman analyzer = must be compliant with laser security standards (IEC, CDRH) with
interlock check points, warning labels, emission indicators
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From excitation to detection
Raman Spectrometer (and sensor)


Spectral Resolution




Medium resolution 5-20 cm-1 for biological applications

Spectral Bandwidth


300-1800 cm-1 Region Of Interest is mandatory



0-3800 cm-1 extension with H2O signature could be advantageous for normalization

H2O





Photometric Sensitivity and Throughput


high quantum efficiency detector  QEλ > 90%



f-number N=f/D (f focal length, D diameter)  f/1.5 (high) to f/4 (medium aperture)

Linearity of sensor dynamic  better than 98%
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From excitation to detection
Raman Spectrometer (and sensor)


Noise (dark signal): Electronic noise of camera (“dark signal”) when laser if OFF


Must be as low as possible for high integration time (typ. < 10 e-/pixel/s)



Averaging strategy to increase Signal to Noise Ratio (in √N with N spectra per
acquisition)  N = 10 to 30 is a good compromise

NIR laser solution (fluorescence issues)  InGaAs sensors (0.9-1.7μm) instead of Si sensors (0.3-1.1μm)
= less sensitive, higher intrinsic electronic noise, lower SNR and thus impacts the error of prediction



… and temperature regulation (factory managed)


“Dark noise” decreases by a factor of 2 every -6 °C !



Thermal regulation down to 0 °C (min.)  -50 °C to increase Signal to Noise Ratio
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From excitation to detection
Probe (for immersion)
Association of a main body (with optics & filters) + tube with sapphire window
Raman Laser
fiber fiber



Optics: ensure shaping of excitation and collection beams



Filters


Laser Band Filter



Dichroic Beamsplitter



Notch or LongPass Filter
 OD > 6 ; 100-250 cm-1 from laser

BS
Mirror

Window



Optical probe alignment




Probe body-tube must be aligned to guarantee optical beams
alignment and so optimal laser illumination and Raman collection

Inner straylight signatures between probes
(managed by factory calibration)
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Selecting a Raman analyzer
 High performance in-line quantification

 Easy to use hardware
 Intuitive software with guidelines
 Ability to multiplex monitorings with the same analyzer (ProCellics™
Multi-Channel Unit)
 Reproductibility and transferability

A valuable tool for PAT applications
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Selecting a Raman analyzer
 GMP requirements


Compact design and remote probe providing flexibility for localization



Immersion probe designed for CIP/SIP and autoclave sterilization



Compliance with CE, FCC, RoHS standards



Laser safe



Software on a computer (Ethernet link for network data control)



IP65 protection enclosure
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Toward Raman analyzers as
“Plug&Play PAT sensors”
Possible concept for the future:


miniaturized GMP high performance hardware



instrumental auto-calibration



new methods for sensor calibration included in software
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Instrumental variabilities and
calibration: impact on models
a)

Instrumental implementation

b)

Sources of variabilities and theirs impacts

c)

Instrumental calibration requirements

d)

Good practices of instrumental maintenance
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Instrumental implementation




Warm-up time & stable conditions


Stabilization after the hardware installation



Warming up of the instrument (typ. 30 min. in acquisition)



Thermalization of the probe tube (avoid micro-bubbles)

External straylight prevention


Very sensitive detection (high optical aperture)



Solution to isolate the medium and the probe window from the external straylight

Sunlight
or halogen lamp

Room
neon lamp

See Raman monitoring
Tips & Tricks
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Sources of variabilities and theirs impacts




Laser variabilities


in emission wavelength  impact on Raman shifts scale (translation)



in emission power  impact on Raman intensities

Spectrometer variabilities


in Raman shifts scale (wavelengths vs. pixels)



in Raman intensities scale (optical bench, sensor sensitivity)



in electronic noise (« dark signal »)



in temperature regulation

Variabilities limited in normal conditions of use
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Sources of variabilities and theirs impacts





Probe variabilities


in transmission (short or long tube)



in filtering performances



in probe body-tube optical alignment

Multi-Channel Unit variabilities


in absolute transmission vs. single channel



in relative transmission among channels
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Instrumental calibration requirements
Objective:

Obtain and guarantee from the different analyzers
(each with their settings, their intrinsic performances & defects, their variabilities)
the most identical Raman spectra possible for given references
Instrumental variabilities (after calibration) << Biological variabilities
(other variabilities will be processed in the chemometrics analysis)

Solutions adopted at factory:


Use of absolute standards (argon/neon gas lamps, cyclohexane liquid,
polystyrene & paracetamol solid)



Otherwise relative calibration with much more precise standards than the need
(e.g. with NIST material or other calibrated standard)



Rigorous & consistent protocol for instrument qualification and operation



Instrument calibration must be repeatable, reliable, verifiable and transferable
between instruments to guarantee identical results independent of the analyzer
used
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Instrumental calibration requirements
Main steps of factory calibration:


Raman shifts scale:
1. Determination of wavelengths scale of spectrometer (with gas lamp)
2. Determination of Raman wavenumbers scale with absolute Raman signal
(cyclohexane) by adjusting the laser wavelength λ0
Argon spectrum

Cyclohexane Raman spectrum

ASTM E1840-96
-1

Raman shifts (cm )
ASTM True values of
Cyclohexane
384.1
426.3
801.3
1028.3
1157.6
1266.4
1444.4
2664.4
2852.9
2923.8
2938.3




Fit the standard peaks
Correlate the measured peaks positions to
the expected ones

High accuracy (< 1

cm-1)




Acceptable
deviation
-1

(cm )
± 1.0
± 1.0
± 1.0
± 1.0
± 1.0
± 1.0
± 1.0
± 2.0
± 2.0
± 2.0
± 2.0

Fit the standard peaks
Modify the laser wavelength λ0 to reach the best
correspondence with ASTM

Required accuracy (< ± 2 cm-1) in
accordance with US ASTM,
European/British Pharmacopoeia
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Instrumental calibration requirements
Main steps of factory calibration:
 Raman intensities scale:
 Determination of photometric intensities over the Raman shifts range
 Solutions:
 NIST Standard Reference Material (SRM 2241)  Relative Intensity
Correction for 785 nm Raman Spectroscopy
 Reliable, calibrated & stabilized photometric “white” source

SRM2241: optical glass that emits a
broadband luminescence spectrum
when excited by 785 nm laser

Broadband Quartz Halogen Tungsten bulbs,
give smooth spectral curve and stable output
close to a “black body” spectrum
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Instrumental calibration requirements
Main steps of factory calibration:


Dark signal:


Determination of the electronic dark signal of the sensor without laser



Solution: direct averaged spectra of “dark signal” with laser OFF



The raw spectra will be corrected with dark spectra subtraction
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Good practices of instrumental operation
Objectives:

Guarantee a good stability of measurement
Take into account long-term variabilities of the instrument (noises, drifts,…)
Avoid cumulative losses of signal



Regular verification


Recommendation of Raman shifts verification between 2 batches (typ. every month)
 Must be done with absolute standard (cyclohexane) or always the same relative
reference (e.g. isopropanol 99%)





Recommendation of regular dark signal verification (typ. every 2 months)

Annual recalibration (next version of software)
 If needed, apply a full Raman shifts and dark signal recalibration procedure as for any
other sensor (pH, temperature, DO, …)
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Good practices of instrumental operation
Objectives:

Guarantee a good stability of measurement
Take into account long-term variabilities of the instrument (noises, drifts,…)
Avoid cumulative losses of signal



Annual maintenance







Important maintenance of laser every 10,000 hours with recalibration
Recalibration of Raman intensities (by RESOLUTION Spectra Systems staff)

Keep the optics and fibers clean


Put the protective caps when the connecting cables are removed



Put the protective caps on the probe tube for autoclave

Cleaning the probe tube after several batches


Ultrasonic bath to prevent drying of dead cells on the tube and clogging the optics
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Rappels

Thank you!
www.resolutionspectra.com
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